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The project depicted here attempts to align field concept ~vithfield
production. ("Field" is understood specificallj a i "spatial field" a space or range of a c t i it!
~ or opportun~t!. a noiih~erarcl~ical
distrihution \pith an emphasis on the s! stem of productioil versus a fixed
composition. and further understood. therefore. in opposition to
the deterininistic qualities of figure.) It consists of a system of
variously shaped pl!~iood panels and aluminum connectors - a
collection of parts 11-hoseassembl! call be configured to create an
array of furiiiture formations. S!-stemization - relationship of size.
shape. and connection - is the field "mechanism" operative in the
design process, and s>-stemizationis the dominant characteristic
uniting the panels. the connectors, and especiall!. the assembled
forillations as a field. Aesthetically the project is associated with
the gridded and planar productioil of earl!- twentieth c e n t u i ~De
Stihl painting. while conceptually it parallels works of late t~rentieth ceatun- Coilceptual art.
This project was initiall!- coilceived as a system of solid plj-~vood
planes that could he assembled into a limited variet!- of configurations. The range of sizes. notched shapes. aiid the vertical and
horizontal interchaiigeability of the planes set in inotioii a dynamic
of assembl!- which lna~lifestan affinity for the planar compositions
of van Doeshurg - for example his Architectural Anal!-sis of 1923.
This De Stijl alignment introduced the potential of an implied
field as the basis for configuration to the project (as distinct fro111a
strateg!. of predeterminetl f~~nctionall!
hased assemblies).

As the design process progressed the mecha~iismof sjsteniatic order became articulate. and the possibilities of field explicit. Panel
modularit! was adopted as inuch as it was created. Stai-ting with the
48" sheet width. panel ribs were spaced 12" on center. and then
paired (to accommodate cut lines) in a 9" - 3" olc rhythm. Connectors also work wit11 the 9 - 3 module, thus extending this order into
three dimensions. (It is uorth notiilg that this system of integrated
integer relatio~lships- order - was not an a priori schema imposed,
but eiiierged through the processes of fabrication.) Froin fahricat ~ o nto assembl!. the order of the parts becaine the order for configuration - the liiniting contest of fonnation. Assemblies also responded
to the requirements of function. suppoit, and stabilit!. The combination of order. self-limit. and function did not reduce project production to a set of preprogrammed furniture types. Rather. the

unified modularities of ribs, screws. shapes. con~lectors.and connection points resulted in a virtually unlimited number of assembly sizes and forniations accommodating a range of functions - an
open-ended array. rather than a set of finite objects.
Jet. an array of things does not necessarily a field make. Tithin all
potential formatio~ls.as ~ r e l al s \\-ithill each part of each forn~ation.
the forlnative order - the systematic logic - of their fabrication remains manifest. Thus inter-relatedness of shape and dimension.
relationships of edge. face. and notch. and the punctuation of connector plates ("indexes" of co~lnection).illipart a non-hierarchic
and systematized texture of surface. line, and point. Furthemiore.
in assembly the system is not subordinated to function. In fact it is
not redundant to sa!- that the asselllhlecl s!-stem is characterized b!its systematic assembl!-, not hy function as chair. table. etc. In this
manner each forll~ationcolllpleted maintains an emphasis on the
sl-stem of its production. rather than on singular resolution. It
remains its ow11 lllatrix - a field.

